The Rising Arbitrator’s Challenge

Navigating the Promise and Perils of Your First Appointments
by The Rising Arbitrators Initiative

First webinar of the series:
Appointment of Rising Arbitrators: By Parties or through the Arbitral Institute?

The webinar series will tackle the thorny issues that practitioners receiving their first arbitrator appointments will undoubtedly face – wherever they may be based. In a series of regionally focused events, the series explores arbitrator rights and duties that rising arbitrators must be aware of – across jurisdictions – with a view to overcoming these challenges with success.

The first webinar of the series covering the North America region will feature experienced and rising arbitrators and the representative of the arbitral institution. The speakers will share their views on how to handle independence and impartiality, cultural differences and differences in legal traditions, as well as various tribunal dynamics as a rising arbitrator. The webinar will also explore the practice of arbitrator appointments by parties versus appointments by the institution.
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